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words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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iro
It is the name of a Spanish river in the Province of Cadiz. 

ironman
It means iron man or man of steel (strong man).  He is a type of athlete who participates in sequential swimming, cycling
and athletics competitions, also called Triathlon.  Name of a fictional Marvel Comics character, created by Stan Lee. 

irónicamente
With irony.  Ironically.  With sarcasm.  Sarcastically.  With scathing, derision or mockery.  Trisingly, scathingly. 

irqui
It is a word in language Cayambi which means thin, skinny, rickety, bony.

irracional
It means that he does not think, that he does not reason.  Absurd, which does not obey reason.  Brute, animal, beast,
crazy.  wild, crazy, insane. 

irradiancia
It is the power of electromagnetic radiation of any kind that affects a surface unit.  It is measured in watts or watts per
square meter.  It is used to know how much solar energy reaches Earth. 

irradiar difundir
They are two synonyms of broadcasting, firing, emanating, shining, shining, projecting, spreading.

irredento
It means not redeemed or sinful.  It's not solved, unresolved.  It also refers to a territory claimed as its own for historical,
ethnic or cultural reasons, but which is under the rule of another.  Required, claimed, ordered.

irreflectivo
irreflectivo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "reckless" with its meaning:<br>This word is misspelled,
correct is irreflesivo. It means that it does not reflect or that it had no reflection.

irreflexiblemente
It means unthinkingly, without reflection or analysis.  No study or caution.  In a hasty or impulsive way.

irreligiosos
Contrary to faith or religion.  Wicked, atheists.

irremiaible
irremiaible is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Irremisible" as meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to ask for
Irremisible. It means that it is something that cannot be prevented, it will happen anyway. Take up even if it is going to
happen. It has no reverse.



irremisiblemente
It means irreparable way.  Without remedy, without a cure.  Unforgivable.  That can not be sent, transmitted or
transferred.

irresponsablemente
You mean in a way or irresponsible way.  No responsibility, no prudence, no care. Unconsciously, recklessly, carelessly.

irricion
irricion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Irritation." being its meaning:<br>Irricion is incorrectly written. I
think that they intend to ask for irritation. Means, irritate, make you feel anger. Anger, rage, anger, anger. Excitation, itch,
itch, itch, burning.

irrisorio
It means it's a mockery or inducing laughter.  It means it's grotesque, extravagant or laughs.  Laughable.  It can also
mean in Colombia little, insignificant, scarce, petty, ridiculous, burlesque.

irritadísimo
It's the superlative of irritated.  Very irritated.  Very, furious.  Very brave, very furious.  Also in Colombia means quite
affected, in the sense that a wound or burn has infection.  Severe infectious process. 

irritado
In Colombia it means furious, brave, angry.  Inflection of irritating which means annoying, annoying.  It also means
affected, with an infection or a laceration. 

irritar
It means to enrage, to anger, to make you furious.  It can also be to excite the senses or feelings.  Alter.  To make it
hurt, to affect. 

irritarse
It means getting angry, getting brave or of bad temper.

irrumpir
Reaching, entering or entering violently and suddenly to some enclosure or place. 

irrumpía
It is a turning point break.  It means get abrupt or unexpected way.  Invade, penetrate, enter, enter, get, resurfacing.

irse
It is the action of moving from here to there.  It is away from where it is.  Leave, fleeing, largarse, move, migrate.

irse a la piltra
Roomies is a colloquial way of calling the bed.  Therefore 'go to the roomies' is to go to bed, or go to rest, go to sleep, lie
down.



irupe
It is a term of Guarani origin, which means dish of water, dish on water.  It is one of the common names for an aquatic
plant.   It is also called irupé, yrupé, victoria or yacaré yrupe, victoria cruziana, nenúfar de Santa Cruz.  It is endemic in
Paraguay.  Its scientific name is Victoria cruziana and it belongs to the family Nymphaeaceae.  Name of the flower of
this same plant.  It is also used as a woman's name in Paraguay. 

irupé
It is a word of Guarani origin.  It means water dish or dish that floats on water.  It is one of the common names for a
Nymphaeaceae aquatic plant, which is also known as Santa Cruz water lily, Victoria Cruziana, irupe, yrupe, victoria or
yrupe caiman.  Its scientific name is Victoria cruziana and it belongs to the family Nymphaeaceae.  It is endemic to
Paraguay.  Irupé is used as a woman's name. 

irving
In English it is used as name and surname.  It is of Celtic origin and means beautiful, beautiful, handsome.  Variants:
Hirving, Ervin, Erwin.

isabella
It is a woman's name of Italian origin.  Italian variant of the woman's name Isabel .  It means "the one who loves God." 

isagoge
It means introduction, import, initiation.  Drive in, enter.  The word has Greek origin.  Initial part of a book .  

isagógico
It means relative to the introduction of a book. 

isamar
It is a woman's name of Brazilian origin.  It means sea breeze, queen of the sea or goddess of the sea.  It can also be
interpreted as a combination of the woman names Elizabeth and Mary. 

isapres
They are entities engaged in providing health insurance services, they are private insurers.  They exist in Chile and
Colombia.  ISAPRES stands for Forecast Health Institutions.

isara
Means of Isère, Isère-related.  It is the name of a region, a Valley and a river of France.  It is the name of an asteroid
and also woman's name.

iscariote
He means a native of Keriot or Queriot (Karyot), a locality located south of Jerusalem.   It can also mean that he died by
contrition or strangulation, hanged.  It derives from the word possibly from Old Aramaic, iskarioutha.  Nickname of Judas
the Traitor. 

iscatón
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also known as algodoncillo, venenillo, bandera española, flor de sangre,
platanillo, hierba María, mata ganado, pablito, pericón or burladora.  Its scientific name is Asclepias curassavica.  It



belongs to the family Apocynaceae (subfamily Asclepiadoideae). 

ischia
It is a surname of Italian origin, which also exists in Argentina.  The name of an Italian island located in front of Naples. 
Carlos Luis Ischia, nicknamed the Pelado, was a great Argentine player who performed in the Junior of Barranquilla and
the America de Cali in Colombia.  He is currently coach of the team The Strongest of Bolivia.

ischu
Ischu, ishku, ishcu, or ishkuy. They are words in quechua language meaning lime, calcium carbonate.

ise
In Colombia it is an acronym used in the DANE (National Department of Statistics).  Means Economic Monitoring Index .
 It is a synthetic index whose purpose is to provide a measure of the evolution of the real activity of the economy in the
short term.

iseba
ISEBA stands for Iowa Schools Employee Benefits Association ( ISEBA ). It is an academic Institute independent of
economic and stock market established in Barcelona, which encourages much training college to promoting summer
courses.

isela
It is a german woman's name.  It means "the one that is a pledge of happiness".  It is considered a variant of Gisela,
Giselda or Gisell.  Name of a Mexican actress and screenwriter, whose full name was Isela Vega Durazo. 

isfel
isfel is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Isfel; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of an
actress and Mexican singer. His full name is Violeta Isfel Garma Garcia. Its name means surrounded by love.

ishir
It is the name of a research and knowledge transfer institution in the social sciences branch in Rosario Argentina. 
Rosario Regional Socio-Historical Research Acronym.  ISHIR belongs to CONICET which is the National Council for
Scientific and Technical Research of Argentina. 

ishoco
It is another popular way to call children in Guatemala.  They also often say ducks.  Just as in Colombia we say
guámbitos, Guámbitos, Chinos, pelaos, bed bugs or culicagaos.

ishpingo
It is a name given in the Peru to the tree Ocotea, scientific name Ocotea floribunda, belonging to the family Lauraceae. 
It has medicinal uses.  Also referred to as Quimula or Yalte.

isi
ISI is the abbreviation for an economic model very implemented in Latin America.  It's basically "Industrialization to
replace imports."  It is a model implemented to develop local or national industry.  generate sources of employment and
prevent foreign exchange leakage (which would be generated by imports of consumer goods).



isicha
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a word in Aymara language. It means weaving, making clothes for yourself.

isidoro
It is a male name of Greek origin (Isidoros).  It can mean gift or gift from Isis (the Egyptian goddess) or worshipper of
Isis.  Name of a Spanish Catholic saint, born in Cartagena (Murcia) and highly revered in Seville.  There is a variant of
the Spanish name : Isidro . 

isidro
It is a male name of Greek origin and means gift bestowed by Isis.  Name of a saint of Spanish origin.  He is the patron
saint of peasants and farmers. 

isis
Name of an Egyptian goddess, wife of Osiris.  Islamic State of Iraq and Syria ( Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) terrorist
group.  Name of a moon crater.  Name of unn asteriode .  Women's name.  It is also the acronym for Integrated Sun
Science Research and Image and Scanner Interface Specification.   .

isla flotante
Isla Uros Indians built with Reed on Lake Titicaca and in which they live.  They are especially in the Bay of Puno and
built them with Reed.  It is also a name of a dulce de leche.   (Reed).

islam
Religion of those who practice Islam.  It can mean submissive, submissive, surrendered, accepting.  on Islam.  Nation or
peoples that accept and practice Islam. 

islamismo
Political Movement of Religious character that practices Islam.  Religion of Muhammad. 

islamofobia
It means rejection of Muslims.  Animosity has been had towards practitioners of Islam, since the events of September
11, 2001, with the attack on the Twin Towers.  Hatred or fear of Muslims or Islamists. 

islas
Plural of island .  Land or place surrounded by water.  Isolated, separated.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of an
Argentine footballer who officiated as a goalkeeper.  His full name is Luis Alberto Islas.  He was world champion in 1986.
 He is currently a technician. 

islaya
It is the name of a plant, which is also called islay, is a kind of cactus.  It is also the genus name of those same plants,
which belong to the family Cactaceae.  Kind of cactus. 

isleño
It means native of an island, relative to the island.  In Colombia, it means sanandresano.  In many cases it is also used
as a synonym for Cuban (although it could also be used for each and every one of the Caribbean islanders). 



islero
The name of the bull that fatally wounded Monolete.  Islero is which serves an island at gasoline stations.  Firefighter.
The name of the brand Lamborghini sports car produced by the Italian automaker between 1968 and 1969.

ismael
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means the one God has heard.  Name of a son of Abraham with Agar.

ismene
Name of a mythological character from Ancient Greece.  One was the daughter of the incestuous marriage of Oedipus
and Jocasta.  For this reason she was the sister of Eteocles, Polyneices, and Antigone.  Another Ismene was an
Oceanid, daughter of Asopus and Metope.  She married Argos Panoptes, by whom she had Iasus and Io.  In some texts
she is listed as the mother of Argos.  Name of an asteroid ( 190 ) .  Name of a genus of plants in the family
Amaryllidaceae. 

isobaras
Equal pressure.  It means they are at the same atmospheric pressure.  They mark the same on a barometer.

isogénico
It means of the same origin.  It proceeds or originates in the same place.  It has the same genes, which is equal
genetically, which is family.  Genetically identical. 

isolofobia
Exaggerated fear of being isolated or alone.  Fear of loneliness or being looked down upon by others.  . 

isondú
Luminescent nocturnal insect.  Coleopter insect belonging to the family Lampiridae .  Luminescent worm, glowing worm. 
It's a way of calling the firefly or cocuyo.

isondúes
Plural of isondu .  It means luminescent nocturnal insect.  Coleopter insect belonging to the family Lampiridae . 
Luminescent worm, glowing worm.  It's a way of calling the firefly or cocuyo.

isoordinar
It means finding or find the characteristics of the essence of things. Comparable concepts.

isopropilo
In organic chemistry it is the name of a compound that has a propyl group attached to a carbon.  Equal to or similar to
propyl or methyl.  Radical derived from methane that has lost a Hydrogen. 

isopsefia
It is a practice of adding the numerical values of the letters to finally obtain a single number.  He intended to obtain a
quality from the words written in Greek.  The word as such means counting equal or counting equal.  It was a system
used by the Greeks to learn mathematics and geometry with pebbles or stones (psephia in Greek means pebble or
counting). 



isoronix
I think that the question is Isotonix.  The Isotonix is a multivitamin product that occurs in a fluid similar to body fluids (by
isotonic: of equal pressure or similar pressure).

isotrombia
In medicine is the normal function of platelets.  Normal coagulation.  Normal platelet function.  The opposite is
anisotrombia (abnormalities in coagulation or platelet function).

isóbaro
It means equal weight.  Equal mass.  In chemistry they are elements that have different atomic number but have equal
mass.

isófono
To say that it sounds the same, has the same sound.  It is a term used in physics and music.

isópodo
It means etymologically of equal legs.  In Zoology is the name of a class of crustaceans.  They are known as piglets.

isóptico
It means that they have the same condition of visibility.  That everyone sees the same or everyone sees the same.  That
they have equal vision or equal visibility. 

isótera
In Meteorology it is a curve that shows consecutive points of the earth that have the same average temperature in a
certain season of the year.  Of equal temperature. 

isótero
It means the same average temperature in summer or summer. 

isótopo
Etymologically means that it comes from the same place, which comes from the same place.  In Chemistry is the name
of the elements that have the same number of protons, they have the same properties and a different number of
neutrons.  Chemical element of equal atomic number but different atomic mass .

ispiando
Mujeres is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Spying" being its meaning:<br>The term proper is spying.  It
means watching, listening, stalking, monitor, investigate, find out.  It means investigate or monitor undetected.  Watch
furtively.

isquion
In Anatomy and Medicine, it is the name of each of the bones of the pelvis and they are part of each coxal (it is the union
of the ilium and pubis bones).  It is divisible into two parts (branch and body).

isquite



It's the same as esquite.  In Mexico it is a popular food, consisting of cooked tender corn.  It is also called corn in a glass
or corn in a glass.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means toast, toasted. 

issue
It is a word of the English language, many meanings.  Some of the translations are subject, problem, point or opinion.

istancia
demand is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Instance" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is. Means
Memorial, request. At right is each jurisdictional degrees law has established to ventilate and judging a judgment or a
lawsuit. Scale of sequentiality in the development of a process.

istishadi
Istishhad or istishhadi is also used.  A word in the Arabic language meaning martyrdom, death of a martyr, heroic death,
is himself.

istmoa
Istmoa is isthmus in Basque. Isthmus in Spanish means strip of narrow land connects two continents or portions of
them, situated between two seas or oceans.

istria-
It is the name of the largest peninsula of the Adriatic Sea.  It is located between the Gulf of Trieste and the Kvarner
coast, in Croatia and Slovenia.  It is shared by the 3 countries.  Name of the westernmost prefecture of Croatia.  Name
of an asteroid 183 .  It means land of the Istrians or land of the Histri (ancient tribe of this area). 

isuri
It's a word from the Basque language, it means poured.  Inflection pour, which means flowing, flowing, spilling,
spreading.  It can also mean issuing, exiting, scrapping. 

isurketa esanahia
They are two words in Basque language. Isurketa means flight and esanahia is meant.

iswatl
Iswatl is one of the common names given in Mexico to plant Canna indica.  He is known with the names of achira,
achera, sago, capacho, maraca, chisgua, biri, cucuyus, juquian, risgua, India, platanillo, papantla.  It belongs to the
family Cannaceae.  An edible starch is extracted from the seeds and high nutritive power, its leaves are used to wrap
tamales and masses and the buds are also edible.

ita
For the Cuban: sentence.

itabo
It is one of the common names of an ornamental plant in the Agavaceae family.  It is also known as izote,
elephant-footed cassava, indoor cassava.  Its scientific name is Yucca elephantipes.  It is an ornamental plant native to
Central America.  The name Itabo is most widely used in El Salvador and Costa Rica.  Its flower is considered "The
National Flower of El Salvador".



itagüí
In Nutabes language means wife's hand.  It is the name of a municipality of the Department of Antioquia and which is
part of the Aburrá Valley.  Its name derives from the name of a chieftain named Bitagí.

italia
Italy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 Italy; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Italy owes its name to
the italos, its first inhabitants and/or vitulus land of calves, confirmed this last with the Viteliu legend of the italos.
Bicontinental country ( Europe and Africa ) whose capital is Rome.

italiano
It means that he is a native of Italy.  Concerning Italy .  It is also the name of a Romance language, derived from Latin. 
It is spoken in Italy, San Marino, the Vatican and some parts of Switzerland, Croatia and Slovenia. 

itaú
It is the name of a bank in Brazil, now considered to be the largest in Latin America.  It has branches in several
American countries (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Uruguay and the United States), in Europe (London, Luxembourg) and
in Asia (Hong Kong, Japan).  In Colombia he acquired Helm Bank.  In Guarani language it means coming stone, stone
that rolls or arrives.  It is the name of a border river between Bolivia and Argentina.  It is also the name of a Brazilian
municipality in the State of Rio Grande do Norte.

ite, missa est
It is a form of a Latin locution, which the priest says to finish the Mass.  It means "Go or id (with God), the Mass is over". 
The most used and suitable is "Ire Deo, missa est".

iterativamente
That is repeated.  It means repeatedly and equally and with the same intention.  That is done several times in the same
way or manner to try to achieve a goal. 

itesm
The right thing is ITESM.  It stands at Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Nuevo León,
Mexico.

ité
It is the name of a Peruvian district in the Department of Tacna.  Name of the coast south of the Peru.  It is a guarani
Word, which is added to adjectives to form superlatives.  You want to tell too much of something, a lot.

itifalofobia
Excessive fear or phobia of erections or erect penis.  It can also be fear of itiferous or amulet representing an erect
phallus. 

itil
ITIL is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 ITIL; It's an acronym )"being its meaning:<br>ITIL ( Information
Technology Infrastructure Library, 41 information technology infrastructure library;  It is the frame of reference that
describes a set of best practices and recommendations for the management of information technology services, with a
focus on process management



itinerantes
It's plural of itinerant.  It means he moves, he doesn't stay still.  It travels several places, it moves.  Ambulante, mobile,
andariego, nomadic, migratory, wandering.

itis
In Greek mythology he was the son of Thereo King of Thrace and Procne.  He died turned into a stew that his own
father ate. 

itífalo
Type of amulet in the form of a penis, which were hung on the neck with a chain the ancient Greeks.  The word as such
means straight penis or erect penis. 

itur
Itur is a Latin word. It means go.

itxea
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language. Means closing.

iupiter
It's a Latin term, but the right thing to do is iuppiter, which means Jupiter.  God the Father.  God of Heaven.  Brilliant
God. 

iuppiter
It is a Latin word meaning Jupiter.  Latin name of a Roman god and a planet .  It was also called Iuppiter, Jove or Jovis. 

iva
In Colombia it is a tax.  Means value added tax.

iván
It is the Slavic version of the male name John of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  Originally it was Yohannan and means
"Blessed by God", "God's Grace".  It is especially used in Bulgarian, Croatian, Spanish and Russian.

ivermectina
It's the name of an antiparasitic drug.  Initially it was only for veterinary use, but then it began to be used in humans as
an antiparasitic tablet (it is an altihelmintic).  In ointment or cream to control rosacea .  It was then used to fight HIV,
dengue, flu, Zika or scabies.  Veterinary Medicine is used to control nematodes, other parasites, ticks and scabies.  In
this case it is used for injection.  It is a mixture of two avermectins ( B1a and B1b ) in proportion 4 : 1 .  Avermectins are
derived from lactone which is produced by the actinobacteria Streptomyces avermitilis .  Abamectin is also obtained
from avermectin which is an insecticide, acaricide and anthelmintic.

ivette
It is a name of woman of Germanic origin and means glorious.  There is the Ivett variant.

ivisco



The correct term is hibiscus.  It is the name of a plant that is also known as cayenne, cucarda or San Joaquin.  Its
scientific name is Hibiscus sp.  there are so many species and varieties.  It belongs to the family Malvaceae .

ivus
It is a medical term.  It is an acronym in English of Ivus (Intravascular Ultrasound).  It is a diagnostic test using a catheter
that is inserted through the femoral vein.  It is complementary to coronary angiography.

ixchocos
It's a word of Maya origin.  It is used in Guatemala and means children, boys, infants.

ixila
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  It means silent.

ixjuá
Ixhua means born a plant, sprout or germinate a seed, turn on the floor.  It is a Word from the Nahuatl language.  Ixjua
or ixhua, is also one of the common names given in Mexico to Romasa, cruet, sorrel, sorrel, axococo or cow tongue, a
plant of the genus Rumex (Rumex acetosella) and belongs to the family Polygonaceae.  Is used as a condiment and in
sauces because its sour taste,

ixpolotl
It's a word from the Nahuatl language.  It can mean eye, center, core, focus, root. 

ixquihit
In Nahuatl language, it is the name of a plant, it is also known as Jasmine of mountain and in Totonaco is x'quijit.  Other
common names are cardamom, chloric, guaiporé, naiku, sictia and black paint.  Its scientific name is Ethanium
mexicanum and belongs to the family Zingiberaceae.  It has several synonyms (such as p. e .  Mexican Renealmia,
Renealmia jalapensis).  It has several uses; the fruits are food, oils or inks can be extracted from it.  It is found from
Mexico to Venezuela.

ixtaukayotl
ixtaukayotl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ixteucayotl" as meaning:<br>The word is incorrect, as there is
no K in Nahuatl and is poorly written. It should be Ixteucayotl, which means something old and covered in dust. Infernal
powder that covers all ( You can perhaps see some 41 volcano dust emissions;.

ixuna
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but of the Xhosa or Bantu. Means Whisky.

ixup
ixup is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yum ixpu." being its meaning:<br>The full term is Yum ixpu. Yum
ixpu in Maya means fish balloon. In Merida, Yucatan, there is a restaurant with that name and his specialty is seafood.

iza
It's a hoisting inflection.  It means lifting, raising, raising, hoisting, elevating.  In Colombia is the name of a municipality in
the department of Boyacá.  Iza is part of the province of Sugamuxi.



izango
Isango is also used.  It is one of the common names of a class of mites, in various parts of Peru and the Amazon.  They
are also called coquito yaya, puca, piojito de cigarra, mojosa, coloradito, baiburín, chirote, baiburín, tlazahuate (which in
Nahuatl derives from tlalzáhuatl, which means "scabies of the earth"), plows (in Mexico), chivacoas.  They belong to the
Trombiculidae family. 

izar
It means raise, lift.  It is also the name of a binary star of the Boyero Constellation.  In Arabic it means veil.  It is also
called Pulchérrima, Perizoma , Mirac , Mirak or Mirach.  It's the second brightest after Arthur.  By many astronomers it is
considered "the most precious star of the firmament". 

izard
Izard or Isard are English and French names respectively of an antelope class.  It is a wild goat-like mammalian animal. 
It is also called suede, rebeco, suede, rupicabra.  Its scientific name is Rupicapra rupicapra and belongs to the family
Bovidae ( Subfamily Caprinae ).  It is also the name of a color ( suede color).  It is also an English surname.  Last name
of a renowned Psychologist Carroll Ellis Izard.  Name of a county in Arkansas ( USA).

izeka
It is a company of industrial supplies based in lasting, Vizcaya ( 41 Spain;. He is dedicated to supply filters, fittings,
hydraulic equipment and smoke extractors, among other thing.

izq.
It is the abbreviation for left in Spanish.  Policies Marxist, Socialist or Communist.

izquierdoso
In Colombia it is a derogatory way to refer to a militant of leftist parties.  Leftist, revolutionary, rebel, opposition.  It can
also mean left-handed, who has a tendency to use the left amno or left foot. 

iztac
It's a Nahuatl-language word.  Actually the original word is Ixtatl.  It means salt, saline, brack.  He's got salt.

iztapalapa
Iztapalapa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Iztapalapa." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Iztapalapa.  It means paving built over the water.  It is one of the 16 territorial demarcations that divides the city of
Mexico.

ìnclito
Illustrious, it means that it is famous or well-known.

íbero
It means relative to the Iberian Peninsula.  Member of an ancient people who inhabited the Iberian Peninsula.  It is
sometimes used as a male name. 

ícono
It means image, effigy, picture.  It can also mean signal.  sign.  Representative, distinguished, relevant, important. 



ídem
It is a word of Latin origin.  It means the same thing, equal or equal.  You can do the function of demonstrative pronoun
or adverb in our language .  It can also mean or not .  It is used to avoid word repetition. 

ídolo
Person who is much admired.  Image that is an object of worship.  Fetish, totem, deity.  Star, character, model. 

íleo
It means bowel occlusion.  Intestinal occlusion .  In medicine is the inability of the intestine to contract and have its
normal movements.

íleon
It is the same as ilion or ileum.  Anatomy is the name given to the third section of the small intestine, the duodenum and
the jejunum.  It lies between the jejunum and the blind.  Final part of the small intestine that connects to the large
intestine.

ímpetu
It means strength, vigor, energy, vehemence, impulse.   Force and violence with which something is executed.  Strong
and accelerated movement.  It also means outburst, brusqueness, violence. 

ímprobo
It lacks decency or neatness.  Evil, perverse, dishonest, vile.  It also means heavy, exhausting, tiring.  Antonym of probo
. 

ínclitos
It means that they are well known and illustrious.

íncubo
It means devil, devil, elf.  It's a spirit of evil, evil.

índice
Name of the second finger of the hand.  Finger of the hand that remains between the thumb and the heart finger.  It is
also a list that neatly relates chapters, articles, themes of a book or text.  Compendium , Summary , Displays , Catalog ,
Inventory , List .

ínfera
It means it's located below, at the bottom.  It usually refers in Zoology to the mouth of fish that lies below your body.  A
classic example is the hoarse or scraper.  They usually have the upper jaw more developed than the lower one.   In
Botany is a type of flower that has the ovary below the whorls or enclosed within the receptacle.

ínfulas
Pretend to be more than you really are.  Overestimate .  It is synonymous with ademan, winding, demonstration,
gesture, gesticulation, visaje.  It also means vanity, pretension, pride.



íngrima
In Colombia it means without company.  single, lonely, desolate, only.

íngrimo
It means only, lonely or empty, vacated (referring to a place or premises a person).  That there is no company.

ínsita
It means original or own site.  Inherent, sown, planted, own, Creole.  It comes from the latin insitus ( site in le site 41.

ínsitas
Plural of insita , It means that it has been born with it, natural, intrinsic, proper .  Innate. 

ínsulas
Geography is the same as islands.  Plural of insula, which means island.  It is the name given to various land protions
that are surrounded by water.  If they are grouped they are called archipelago.

ínterin
It means meanwhile .  Temporary performance of a position .  Intermediate, a stage of time that elapses between two
major events or two stages. 

ínula
Inula is a genus of about 750 species of herbaceous plants peremnes, of the family Asteraceae.  Some are planted in
gardens.  They are among other common names elecampana, Elecampane, henbane, belenio or Elecampane.

írsele la mano
It is a colloquial expression widely used in Colombia, which means to overdo it.  Exaggerating one's demands for
something or using force excessively.   Overdoing it, exaggerating. 

ítaca
Name of a mythical and ancient Kingdom, named in the Odyssey.  Name of an island in the Ionian Sea.  It is located
northeast of Kefalonia.  Homeland girl of Ulysses.  Name of a 1911 poem by Constantine P.  Cavafy .  Name of an
asteroid 1151 .  It is also accepted to be used Ithaka. 

ítem
It means article, chapter, paragraph, numeral or period.  Unit of a set or in addition .  It is a word of Latin origin.  It can be
considered as a synonym for question.  . 

ívora
ivorá is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Viper." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Viper. It means
poisonous snake. They belong to the family Viperidae.En Colombia say Viper to the woman who is very gossipy and
lives you doing wrong to others.

j
10 value card in the deck game.  Letter jota .  Joule symbol (Unit of measurement of energy: the work done by a force of



one newton in a displacement of one meter in the direction of the force). 

j j
In Colombia popular and familiar way to call someone by name Juan José or John Jairo.

jaaroba
It is a way to call a kind of bean, which curiously roots are consumed in Brazil.  It is also called a feve.  It is similar to the
cuiette, only that of smaller grains.  Porotico.

jaba
Jaba is a word that has many different meanings in Latin America.  Cuba is a bag made with vegetable fibers used for
storing jars. Bag or backpack of the beggar.  Backpack, bag.  In Venezuela it is synonymous with poverty, misery, inopia
(be in crate).  It is also the name given to a jack-o'-lantern.  In Chile is mouth nose or snout.  Also a protective barrier of
wood in the water currents: trincho.

jabalcón
It is the name of an isolated hill in Zújar, Province of Granada, Spain (Andalusia).  In Architecture it means riostra,
support, bra.

jabalina
It is a bar of fiber or metal which is used to make releases to distance in athletics.  Saeta, Lance, spear, halberd, jaculo,
pica. The name of a form of athletics, consistent in throwing a bar or halberd as far as possible.  Pica, pointed rod.  Also
called as well the female of wild boar, also a woman fighter, brave and persistent.  Janata.

jabalíes
The correct term is wild boars.  There are a few mammals like pigs with tusks prominent and very aggressive.  Its
scientific name is Sus scrofa, belongs to the family Suidae.  Also referred to as wild pig.  It is native to Europe, but there
are subspecies in America, Asia and Africa.

jabañón
In gipsy language means mouse, rat.

jabao
jabao is incorrectly written and should be written as "Jabao, jabado, jaba." being its meaning:<br>On the Atlantic coast
of Colombia say Jabado, Jabao or Jaba, between mulattoes and white 40 people; skin clear ) with mono or blonde, also
Kinky hair. Pibe Valderrama is the classic example. Also say you to cocks or hens ( jabaos on all the of fight ) they have
predominantly white, or light grey plumage with intercalated feathers of other dark colors. There is a tropical traditional
Colombian song called " Hen 34 Jaba;.

jabao capirro
In Mexico are terms to indicate that someone or something is the result of a crossbreed.  Mixed, crossed, combined,
mixed.  It can be a mulata or brunette person with light eyes or blond hair.  In Colombia it is a grey fighting rooster with
dark tips.

jabarda



In El Salvador is a duffel and undyed saya.   The region of Atienza (Guadalajara) Spain, means very strong frost.  It is
also a commitment, big and strong, hard.

jabarís
It is already deprecated call to the wild boar.  It is a wild animal that was introduced to America.  Its scientific name is
Sus scrofa and belongs to the family Suidae.

jabato
It is a way to call a wild boar breeding.

jabáto
The correct term is jabato, without tilde.  It is the name given to each of the young of a boar.  Small boar.

jabbah
It is a word of Arabic origin that means front.  In astronomy it is the name of a star system of the constellation Scorpio, It
is also called Nu Scorpi and is made up of a five-star star system. 

jabear
While in Guatemala it means steal, steal, appropriating the alien. The most common use of Jabear in the sport of
boxing, is repeatedly hit with the right hand the face of the opponent.

jabeblneta
The correct term is jabebineta.  It means small jabebina, small stripe.  River stripe.  It is a name of a fish in the
Potamotrygonidae family Brazil.  They have a very poisonous tail sting.

jabeques
Plural of jabeque .  A jabeque is a type of antique boat, with three masts and Latin sails.  It was used to navigate very
close to the coasts.  It could also be navigated with oars. 

jabetada
In Cuba pocket, mochilada.  Things that fill a jaba, backpack or bag.

jabilla
It is a tree that can grow up to 60 meters of height. Its scientific name is Hura crepitans and the Family Euphorbiaceae. It
grows in Central America, the Caribbean, Colombia and Venezuela. It receives other names such as Habilla ( 41
Venezuela; yellow Ceiba or milk 40 Ceiba; Colombia ). They also say Acuapar, Soliman, Javillo and sandbox. It is
poisonous ( toxic ) for humans. Its wood is heavy, compact, and has good economic value.

jabinera
Relative to Jabin (or Yabín ).  It was the name of two ancient Kings of Hazor, a city located north of present-day
Palestine, who enslaved the Israelites.  One was defeated by Joshua and the other by Barac.  They are referenced in
the Joshua And Judges Books in the Holy Bible.

jabino



It is one of the common names for a variety or species of pine, a coniferous tree.  Its scientific name is Juniperus
communis.  It belongs to the Crupresaceae family.  It also receives other common names, among which are: gorbicio,
jinebro, ginebro, juniper, sabino, cypress, pine, cimbro. 

jabinos
The jabinos are also known as Juniper, sabino, Cypress, pine, cimbro, gorbicio or jinebro.  The scientific name is
Juniperus communis and belong to the Crupresaceae family.  The fruits are spherical cones.

jabirú
In Colombia it is another way of calling a gigantic wading bird that we also call garzón, garzón soldado , pionío , tuyuyú .
 Its scientific name is Jabiru mycteria and belongs to the family Ciconiidae. 

jabirú americano
In Colombia it is another way of calling a gigantic wading bird that we also call garzón, garzón soldado , pionío , jabirú ,
tuyuyú .  Its scientific name is Jabiru mycteria and belongs to the family Ciconiidae. 

jabo
It is the name of a corregimiento of Valledupar, capital of Cesar Department in Colombia.  It is the artistic name of a
musician born in Indonesia (Sawung Jabo, whose real name is Mochamad Djohansyah).  Nickname of a Spanish
second of Basque origin, called Javier Iruretagoyena Amiano, who was a very successful trainer with Deportivo La
Coruna.  Also referred to as Irureta or Jabo Irureta.

jaboncillo
It is one of the common names for a tree.  It is also usually called boliche , paraparo , paraparo , amole , chambimbe ,
jaboncillal , choloque , palo jabón , chumbimba , bolillo .  It belongs to the Sapindaceae family and its scientific name is
Sapindus saponaria.  That produces soap.  Diminutive of soap .   . 

jabonera
In Colombia is a small vessel, usually of plastic which is placed or SOAP is saved.  Ceramic apply a bath or a sink is
placed where the SOAP after use.

jabonería
It can refer to a soap factory or also to a garter where they sell soaps. 

jabonero
In Colombia, is a person who manufactures, sells or trades with soaps.  In Colombia, especially in the eastern plains are
a very common fish in rivers, streams and creeks.  It tells them because they are not affected by gray wastewater
containing some discharges.   They belong to the family Characidae, the same family of the Tetras and neon (tropical
fish).  Site drainage where many SOAP residues are noticed.

jaborosa
It is the common name of plants and also a botanical genus to which belong the same plants of the family Solanaceae. 
There are about 40 species of which the majority are South American.

jabota



It is the common form in Brazil call the morrocoya (female of the morroco or morrocoy), land tortoise or turtle piranga.

jaboticaba
It is one of the common names of a plant and its fruits.  It is also known as Brazilian grape, yvapur? , guapurú , yva h? ,
yabuticaba or jabuticaba .  Its scientific name is Plinia cauliflora and it belongs to the Myrtaceae family. 

jabotí
It is the name of a municipality in the State of Paraná in southern Brazil.   Yeoromichi, yabuti yabotí jaboti or better yet
jabuti, is the name given in Brazil to a group of languages spoken in the State of Rondonia, already almost disappeared.
 Jaboti or yabotí is also a kind of turtle also call morroco or morrocoy.  Its scientific name is Chelonoidis carbonaria and
belongs to the family Testudinidae.  In the province of Misiones, Argentina, is the name of a biosphere reserve (nature
reserve) and also a river.  The word is of tupi-guarani origin.

jabutra
It is already little used call of herons, egrets, u Chachalacas.  They are waders aquatic preferences that belong to the
family Ardeidae.  the most common is the white jabutra, Heron cattle egret or Great Egret (Ardea alba).

jaca
Jaca is the name of a Spanish town in the province of Huesca.  Good proportions, sturdy, stunning brunette woman. 
Small horse, little lump, pony.  Female horse, mare.  Jacaranda tree, gualanday or little Peacock.  Gallo English fight
with long spurs.

jaca navarra
It is an equine breed, typical of northern Spain, the region of Navarre.  It is also called Navarrese horse or mountain
horse.  It is rustic, strong and of little elevation.  It is considered native Spanish and in the way of extinction.  It is also
possible to see it referenced as Navarro pony, Navarrese horse, Basque-Navarrese horse, Andía horse, Améscoas
horse or Caballito de la Barranca. 

jacal
In Mexico it means House, home, home, home residence site.  In several countries of Central America, the Caribbean,
Colombia and Venezuela means cottage, hut, caney, batey, bohio, cabin.

jacana
Jacana is a genus of waders, which belongs to the family Jacanidae.  Known also as galleretas, cocks of water or
Marsh.

jacanápero
It means reckless, stupid, annoying, tiring, restless.  It refers to the attitude of Cape Verde and Equatorial West African
monkeys.

jacapani
In Brazil is the common name of a bird, which is also called jacapanin, Laguna mirla, angu, Wren's lagoon, calandria
estero, black coat, paraulata of water table.  Its scientific name is Donacobius atricapilla and belongs to the family,
Donacobiidae.



jacaraca dormilona
It is one of the common names of a plant also known as sleeper, poppy, mimosa, sense, shameful, nometoques, ilive. 
Its scientific name is Mimosa pudica and belongs to the Fabacea family.  It is well known because it has the peculiarity
of closing its foliage of compound leaves, to the touch or to the simple rubbing of the wind ( Nictinastia ).  .

jacarandá
In Colombia Jacaranda, is one of the common names receiving a tree very showy blue or purple flowers in summer.  Its
scientific name is Jacaranda copaia, belongs to the family Bignoniaceae.  It also receives other names like little
Peacock, Tarco, Jacaranda, Gualanday, Chingale.  It has medicinal uses, is a great antiseptic and astringent.

jacarandosa
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for alegre, dicharachera, parrandera, party, funny.  fun, lively, happy, jovial.

jacaratinga
It is the name of a municipality of Brazil and one of the most beautiful beaches in the world.  It is in the State of Alagoas.

jacare-arú
It is a common name given in Brazil of the Tachia Bush guiannensis of the family Gentianaceae.  They may have uses
as flavorings and medicinal.  They can be toxic.

jacaré-arú
It is one of the common names given in Brazil to plant Tachia guianensis, of the family Gentianaceae.  It is also known
as Caferana or false guarana.  Jacaré-aru has edible fruits but its seeds can be toxic.

jacatupé
It is one of the names of a climbing plant in Brazil, which belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as goiteno,
nupe, chuin, jiquima achipa.  Its scientific name is Pachyrhizus tuberosus.  It has medicinal uses, and is edible.  The
seeds, leaves and tuber can take advantage.

jach
Surname of a footballer of Polish origin.  His full name is Jasoslav Jach and he plays defender .  Name of a brand of
special equipment for the maintenance of golf courses and extensive meadows.

jacha
In some countries of Central America and the Caribbean, it means tooth, molar, molar.  Big tooth .  Set of teeth :
jachamenta . 

jacharar
It is a word from the Gypsy language.  It means to heat, to scalde, to burn, to burn.  In English it is also used to mean to
anger, to enrage, to upset.  Axe . 

jachipén
It is a word of language Gypsy which means feast, feast, food, binge, boredom, treat.  In Colombia we say also picket.



jachociando
I think the question is by fachoseando, turning fachosear.  It is the action of fantochar, be boastful, ostentatious, vain,
petulant, cocky, boast, boast, pedantic.  Appear and may appear fatuous and smug manner.  Proud.

jachona
Muelona, dentona or dientone.  Person who has prominent teeth.  It is also called jachona to a river fish better known as
guabina.  Some also say jachona to the payara (another fish of the Colombian rivers).

jachón
It means grinder, dientón or dentón.  Person who has very large and outstanding teeth.

jaci
Stage name of a singer from the United States.  Her full name is Jacquelyn Davette Velasquez.  She is also a journalist
and presenter.  He specializes in religious or Christian music and has won several awards in that form of music.  JACI is
short for Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology.  In Spain do , bunch ( Salamanca ) . 

jacinto
It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means beautiful as a flower.  Name of an aquatic plant.  It is also the name of
a vatiedad of Zircon (mineral).

jacio
The jacio is a plant genus of the Family Euphorbiaceae and the genus Hevea.  Gets the common name of rubber or
Syrinx.  It has a white latex.

jack
It is currently a male name used in English.  It was a nickname that was used in English to those who bear the name of
John or also to those named Jacobs or James.  In electronics and communications it is a type of female audio jack,
which is used to connect microphones or headphones.  It is also an English surname of Scottish origin.  Surname of a
great botanist, entomologist and dendrologist, whose full name was John George Jack born in Canada and nationalized
American.  

jackson
In Colombia it is used as a male name.  It is a surname used in the United States.  Name of a city and capital of the
State of Mississippi in the United States.  Surname of the seventh President of the United States: Andrew Jackson.

jaco
Means horse small and WIMP, taparo, hack.  Jaco is also for addicts drug, heroin, lock.  It is one of the common forms
of calling the pez vela, marlin.  Its scientific name is Istiophorus albicans and is family Istiophoridae.  City and port of
Costa Rica, very famous for sport fishing events.

jacobo
It is a name of Hebrew origin male and means that substitutes.  Variant: Jacob.

jacopín
Petre Jacopin surname, pseudonym of a Bachelor, neighbor of Burgos and great defender of Garcilaso de la Vega.



jacqueline
It is a female name derived from the French given name Jacques.  It is also believed to be derived from James in
English.  It means "the one that God favors or protects" and its origin is in the Hebrew language (Ya'aqob).  It has a
jaquelín variant and in cut form Jackie. 

jacques b bley
Jacques B.  Bley, is the name of a book about ufolologia and the UFO phenomenon.  It was supposedly written by
Ricardo Blasco Romero (pseudonym used by Antonio Ribera Jorda), in 1968.

jacra
JACRA.  stands in Jamaica and in language English "Authority regulating of products agricultural of Jamaica", which in
English is Jamaica Agricultural Commodities Regulatory Authority, JACRA.

jactaba
It is an inflection of boast.  Feel proud, proud, vain.  Mean boast, boast, boast, boast, engreir, boast is.

jactarse
It means boast, bragging, showing off, hold.   Show vanity, pedantry, fatuidad, petulance.  Be proud, be boastful.

jaculatoria
It is a short sentence with a specific request.  request to God or the Blessed Virgin Mary.  Request, request, prayer,
rogative, invocation, request.

jacú
Jacu is another name that referred to the Guan, Jacuacu or whose.  It is a large-sized bird Craciforme.  Inhabit Central
and South America.  Belongs to the genus Penelope and the scientific name is Penelope argyrotis.

jada
It is a type of tool that is used in the .  it is so named in Aragon, an Autonomous Community of Spain.  In Colombia we
call it azada, azadón or mocho. 

jadiar
It is a term used in Aragon, Spain.  It means using the jada or hoe in agriculture.  Hoeding, aporcar, digging. 

jadiel
It is a name of Hebrew origin and meaning listened for God.  That God heard.  Variants: Jadel, Yadiel, Jader.

jaeces
Ornaments, harnesses, ribbons that have the horses. 

jaen
The correct term is Jaén, with tilde.  It is the name of a city and a Province of Spain, in Andalusia.  It is also the name of
a city and a province in Peru, which belong to the department of Cajamarca. 



jaez
Singular of jaeces .  It means harnesses, garnishes, ornaments that are placed on the horses.  Ribbons, galas.  Herding,
ornament, ribbon garnish, gala. 

jaezar
It means decorating or embellishing the horses with ornaments, especially with ribbons and tassels.  Place jaeces to the
horses.  Harnessing, orlar, adorning. 

jaga
It can mean plague or also sore, ulcer.  It is a word of Latin origin. 

jagen
It is not a word the Spanish language but German.  Means hunting, it cacearía.

jagua
In Colombia is the name of a tree which is also known as Huito.  Its scientific name is Genipa americana and belongs to
the Rubiaceae family.  It has edible fruits.

jaguacati
In language tupi guarani means Riverside ave, Kingfisher.  It is one of the common names in language Tupi, the
Kingfisher.  Its scientific name is Chloroceryle amazona and belongs to the family water Kingfisher.

jaguarcillo
It is the stage name of a Mexican singer named esteban Espinosa.  It is the common name of a plant also known as
white thyme.  Its scientific name is Halimium umbellatum in the family Cistaceae.  Diminutive of jaguar.

jaguas
The Jaguas are trees of the family Rubiaceae.  Its scientific name is Genipa americana.  They also say Huito.  It has
very sweet edible fruits which can be made candies, jams and has medicinal uses.

jagüel
In Esteban Echeverria of Buenos Aires City, Argentina.  Jaguey, ditch where water is collected by filtration, well.  Natural
or artificial trap used for livestock watering.

jahzzel
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means god's distribution, what God distributes.  It was the name of
one of The sons of Nephthali (meaning my struggle), Jacob's sixth son.  Jahzzel, therefore was jacob's grandson
(meaning heel held) and great-grandson of Isaac and Rebekah.

jaibana
It is one of the indigenous names given to the witch, sorcerer, shaman, healer or spiritual guide of the indigenous.  
Among the indigenous peoples of Katíos (best Embera Katíos), Colombia is the same Dachizeze or Ankore, Dios
Creador, father of Carabí or Caragabi, initiator of the Embera community.  Followers of the tradition of communicating
with the spirits within the Embera culture.



jain
Jain is the name of a town in the municipality of San Felices de Buelna (Cantabria, Spain).  It belongs to the municipality
of Rivero, near Santander.

jaino
In Mexico it means young, boy, boyfriend.  It is also a name of origin male Hindu, derived from Jain.  Means the winner,
the winner, who conquers.

jaira
It can mean ill-crafted dress.  Clothes made by unperesteered dressmaker.  It's also a way to call a home-raised animal
as a pet.  Goat.  Husband mocked or deceived.  She is also the feminine name Jairo.  Name of woman of Hebrew and
Biblical origin and means enlightened. 

jairan
Khayran, Jairam, or Jayrán al - Amiri, was the name of the first King of the taifa of Almería (current Spain).  He ruled for
14 years.

jaire
It is the name of a Mexican Musical group of Christian religious music.  Megamision is a musical group of the genus
gospel born in Guadalajara.

jakarta
The name of the capital of Indonesia in English and Indonesian.  In Spanish we say Jakarta.  It is the most populous city
and is situated on the island of Java.

jakuta
It's a woman's name of Slavic origin.  It is the name of a French writer whose full name is Jakuta Alikavazovic .

jala
It's more suitable.  Among the Jews is the name given the braided bread that is consumed in the Sabbath or last day of
the week.   Inflection pull, which colloquially means pull, pull. 

jalacate
It is the name of a hill that is located in the north of Nicaragua, in the Department of Estelí.  It is also the name of a shrub
in Honduras and El Salvador.

jaladera
You mean handle, handle, handles.  Also in some parts of Colombia means riot, disorder, jaleo, tumult, rina, lawsuit,
tangle, fight, pendency.  Empujadera.

jalamecate
It is a term used in Venezuela.  Person who lives from praising others for personal gain.  Flatterer, lambiscon, lambon,
flatterer, flatterer, zalamer, cobista, servile.



jalapa
It is one of the common names of an American tropical plant, also known as harpsichord, night dondiego, Panama
flower, night galan, donpedros, parakeet, dengue, wonder of Peru or harpsichord, It is the name of a city in Mexico.

jalapao
In Brazil, is the name of a microregion in the State of Tocantins, formed by 15 municipalities.  It has an area of 53'416.
435 square kilometers.  It is larger than the Department of Casanare in Colombia and that any Central American
country.

jalar
In Colombia, it is the same as pull, pull, draw, drag.

jalar o halar
In Colombia they mean to attract something strongly.  Pull, drag, attract.  It can also mean swallowing, smoping,
gobbling, or sucking, inhaling hard.  In Venezuela they are used as synonyms of adular, loar , lysongear .  In Mexico it
can mean to follow, support, help, support, accompany.

jale
It's a pulling inflection.  It means pulling, dragging, attracting (usually something tied with a rope).  Pull.  In some Central
American countries it may mean working, doing, having sex or getting drunk.  In Colombia colloquially it means smoking
marijuana.

jalea
It is the name of one of the products of a hive, produced by bees.  It means that it is soft, viscous, colloidal, appearance
of a gel.  It is the name of a sweet preparation, can be in pharmacology or in a candy store.  It is usually transparent,
gelatinous and sweet preserves.

jaleb
In the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico, is the name of a common rodent.  They also say PACA.  In Colombia, the common
name for this rodent is paca or lapa.  It also said the guartinaja, guatinaja, guagua, borugo, picure, majaz and tinajo.  Its
scientific name is Cuniculus paca and belongs to the family Cuniculidae.

jaleo
Fight momentary among a group of people.  In Colombia is synonymous with fray, get, gazapera, flurry, Brawl, scandal,
rina, pendency, pomp.

jales
The mine tailings are waste ground rock or powder (very small particles) remaining in the exploitation of minerals
containing lead, zinc, silver, or copper.  They are particles than being emitted into the atmosphere and with the
dispersion of wind generate environmental and public health problems.

jalil
It is a surname of Egyptian origin.  Al-Ashraf Jalil was the name of a 13th-century Sultan of Egypt.  Last name of a
Mexican television presenter, called Tábata Jalil.  Last name of a Lebanese writer and essayist, named Yibrán Jalil
Yibrán and nicknamed "The Poet of Exile".  Khalil.



jaloque
It is the name given in Europe, to the winds that flow from the Southeast into the Mediterranean.  They usually originate
in the Sahara Desert.  It is also called sirocco or piles.  

jalón
In Colombia it means pull.  Attract something or someone very strongly.  Action and effect of pulling, pulling or pulling. 
In Topography is a metal signaling rod.  Very important moment or circumstance in life. 

jalón de orejas
In Colombia, it is more common to say " Milestone of ears " but it is also commonly used " pull ears ". This means that a
claim is made to any or some people, for having committed one fails or is missing. It is synonymous with upbraid, warn,
claim, decry, lecturing.

jamaica
It is the name of an island in the Caribbean and whose capital is Kingston.

jamaqueo
It means sharp jolt or also wobble, swinging, swinging.  Strong movement in a hammock.

jamba
It means support, paral, pillar, column.  In Architecture it is a strong and vertical element that supports an arc or a great
weight.  Also the parales that support the window lintel.  In Mexico, it is a jambar inflection, which means to eat hastily,
gobble, swallow.  It also means disturbing, annoying, irritating.

jambar
It is a term used in Mexico to denote that it is eaten very quickly, without tasting food.  Swallow, jartar, gobble up ( vulgar
forms say eating ).  Choking.

jamboloin
It is one of the common names in the India of a tree.  Also referred to as jambul, jambulan, pesjua.  Its scientific name is
Syzygium cumini.  It belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  It has medicinal uses and juice, alcoholic beverages are
manufactured.

jamborlier
A person serving on the tables.  It means host, waiter, waiter, waiter.

jambos
Plural of jambo.  It is one of the common names of a plant of the family Asteraceae.  It is also known as jambu, jambu,
teeth or paracress grass.  Its scientific name is Acmella oleracea.  It has medicinal uses, its leaves are anaesthetic. 
Gorilla.  Nickname of the followers of the "Heart of Midlothian" Scottish football club.

jambón
Means of long legs, large, high.  Zanquilargo (comes from French jambe).  Old way of calling ham: cured leg of pork
meat.  In Mexico means annoying, bothersome, annoying, impertinent.  inappropriate.



jambón
Means of long legs, large, high.  Zanquilargo (comes from French jambe).  Old way of calling ham: cured leg of pork
meat.  In Mexico means annoying, bothersome, annoying, impertinent.  inappropriate.

jamelgo
In Colombia is a very enclenque, skinny, wiry, weak horse.  In the Llanos of Colombia also it says taparo.  Mount old
and useless.

jamiche
In Colombia it means rubble, remnants, bunch of pieces, torn or shredded materials.  Place where there is gravel. 
Cascajera, gravelly, cascajal, dump, boulders.

jamis
It is an American bicycle brand that had its headquarters in Tallahassee, Florida.  It is currently owned by Chinese
entrepreneurs.

jamón
It is the name given to the cured and cooked pig leg (hind leg). 

jamsa
Jämsä in Arabic means five, in Hebrew is Jamesh ( five ) is represented with one hand and is used by Sephardic Jewish
communities.

jamuga
Folding chair, double scissor chair.  Saddle, walker, ring.

janareno
It means a supporter or fan of Janar.  It is a name in Estonia of several famous athletes.

jandiroba
It is the surname of a Brazilian competitor of mixed martial arts in the straw weight.  His full name is Virna Jandiroba.  It
is currently undefeated after 14 fights.

janeiro
In Portuguese means January (first month of the year, January in English).  Comes from the Latin word Janus (God of
doors, the beginning of the beginning).  Also in the Llanos of Colombia used as a male name.

janette
It is a name of Biblical and Hebrew origin.  You mean the one full of grace.  There are multiple variants Janet, Janeth,
Janneth. 

janga
junga is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Janga" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is janga.  It means
crowd, crowd, agglomeration, number of people.  Set of houses.



jangada
It is the name of a river in borders of Brazil and Argentina.  It is also the name of a novel by julio Verne.  Jangada is a
type of very rustic boat, made with trunks in Brazil.  Raft.

jangua
It is the name used to designate a small, gun-bound vessel.  Gunboat. 

janguear
Enjoy a pleasant meeting with friends.  Have fun, chat.  Participate in a talk.  It's an Anglicism.  In Argentina and Bolivia
it means slobising.

janina
Yánina , Yánena , Ioannina is also valid.  It is the name of a city of Ancient Greece.  It is also a hebrew woman's name
meaning full of God's Grace.  Other variants are Giannina in Italian and Yanira.  It is diminutive of Juana, Juanita.  Name
of a beautiful German actress named Janina Uhse, Name of an American singer named Janina Zione Gavankar, she is
also music and singer.  Name of a singer from Puerto Rico, whose full name is Janina Maria Irizarry Nazario . 

janipaba
It is one of the common names given in Brazil, Genipa americana tree.  It is known by other common names such as
caruto, genipa, jenipapeiro, jenipa, janipaba, tapuriba.  It is of the family Rubiaceae.

jannequín
It is a French surname.  Janequin is also used.  Surname of a French renaissance musician called Clément Jannequín. 
It was famous for popularizing the Parisian songs.

jansenismo
Name of a Christian doctrine that was inspired by St. Augustine of Hippo.  He promulgated that everything depended on
God's will.  It was initiated by the Flemish Bishop Cornellius Jansen. 

janta
The name of a song by Marcelo de Souza Camelo (Marcelo Camelo) is a Brazilian singer of popular music.

jantalina
It's the same xantaline.  It is a chemical also known as papaveraldine.  It is the product resulting from applying
potassium permanganate to papaverine.  turns out to be a yellowish white powder.  It's an opiate alkaloid. 

janucá
It is the name of a Jewish festival that lasts 8 days.  The feast of lights or the luminaires is also called.  In 2017 was
between 12 and 20 December.  They celebrate the recovery of Jewish freedom of the dependence of the Hellenes,
thanks to the action of the Maccabees.  Hanukiyah is the name of a chandelier with 9 arms, also used by the Jews.

japarandiba
It is a kind of botanical, belonging to the family Lecythidaceae.  It is synonym of Gustavia.  They are South American big
and Woody trees.  This genus belong the quinces, pacoras or pacos (Gustavia superba or japarandiba superba).  They
are edible fruits.



jape
It is a word which in English means joke, joke, joke, joke, joke.

japecanga
The japecanga is one of the names given in Brazil to a very common medicinal plant, its scientific name Smilax
fluminensis family Smilacaceae.  It is also called japucanha, japicanga-what a salsaparrilha, smilax River or Rio de
Janeiro smilax.  In Colombia we say sarsaparilla, Moorish zarza.  It has purifying and diuretic use.  Used for treatments
in the skin and the kidneys.

japiro
japiro is incorrectly written, and should be written as Japiro or ejapiro.  being its meaning: is not a word in the Spanish
language, but the guarani.  It means Peel, discover, get naked.  Used much offensive way especially towards the men,
when you want them to do remove or to indicate them devoted to do something productive ( it is something like say " go
to skin penis "  ).

japonés
It means that he is a native of Japan.  Which relates to Japan.  Belonging to Japan.  Name of the language spoken in
Japan, especially in Tokyo.  Japanese. 

jaquear
It means attacking, cornering, immobilizing, harassing, harassing, forcing to remove or move.  Put in check.  In the game
of chess, force the king to move from his position by leaving the danger with a token of the opponent. 

jaqueca
It is a strong and persistent headache, usually on one of its sides.  Migraine.  In jaqueta events it is very annoying light
and noise to patients.  It may be associated with nausea and vomiting. 

jaques
In chess, plural of jaque.  Moves in which there is a threat to the King.  Several jaques followed, without giving
checkmate, means tables or tie of the game.  Threats, risks and dangers.

jaquetón
It is one of the common names given to a species of shark.  It belongs to the genus Rhizoprionodon and the family
Carcharhinidae.  It is also called tintorera, sarda, dogfish, snout, lamia or tollo.  Some of its species go up rivers. 

jaquipradologia
jaquipradologia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jaquipradologia." being its meaning:<br>So-called
science that studies the dissonant words or jargon.  The poorly spoken language, profanity.

jara
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Pig or wild boar of reddish hair.  Also means dirt, crap.  Jara is also a
common name for several herbaceous plants some medicinal uses.  Buckthorn Jara, steppe, estepilla, common
rockrose.

jarabe



Viscous consistency liquid with a high sugar content.  Very sweet and thick medication used to cure cough . 
Expectorant or antitussive .  It is also a thick and sweet substance that is used in pastries.  Type of Mexican folk dance,
also called hat dance.  It is traditional from the state of Jalisco and is called tapatío syrup.

jarabe tapatio
It is a typical and popular Mexican dance.  It is very traditional of Jalisco and is also known as the Mexican hat dance. 
Tapatío syrup is considered the Mexican national dance.

jaraca
It is one of the common names of a very poisonous snake, Bothrops genus and family Viperideae.  It is also known as
yayaraca, jararaca, oxtail (rabo-branco), yarara, yaraca, its scientific name is Bothrops jararaca.  In the Tupi language,
yaraca is snake.  It is located in the South of Brazil and parts of Paraguay and Argentina.  In Colombia there is also a
similar species, also it is called yarará or four noses.

jaracaepeba
One of the common names is a very poisonous snake of the Brazil.  It belongs to the genus Bothrops and the Viperidae
family.

jarafes
The correct term is syrups.  Plural of syrup.  A syrup is a thick, sugary substance.  The fluid is viscous and sweet.  It is a
type of drug that is usually used to cure cough.  Very different ingredients can be added to you.  Also, the Jarabe
Tapatío is a Mexican folk dancing, considered by many the Mexican national dance.

jaragui
In Quechua language jaragui or better still jarawi, means poet, poem, romantic song.  There is a Peruvian Andean
Musical group, which is called "Waina Jaragui", which means in Aymara language "Young poets".

jaraíz
It is a macerating system.  It is a container where crushed olives, where the grape is pressed.  Also where crushed or
crushed apples (or other fruit) to make cider.  It is synonymous with wine press.  In Spain there is a village called thus or
Jaraiz de la Vera, in the province of Cáceres (Extremadura).

jarama
Name of a river in Spain that is a tributary of the Tagus.  It runs through the provinces of Guadalajara and Madrid. 
Name of a car circuit, located on the outskirts of Madrid.  Name of a model of sports car of the company Lamborghini. 
Name of a battle during the Spanish Civil War in 1937. 

jaramo
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning forbidden (Haram, haramo) private.  This word is harem or harem.  Jarama, in
Spain, is the name of a river and the name of a car circuit.

jarampa
In Gibraltar, leftovers from the fishing, I pobreo.  Also mastieno, Gibraltar.  It is equivalent to that in Colombia we call
ranfana, as in the Colombian Pacific Coast mean waste of trash, discard, fishing, species caught in trawl fisheries have
no economic value, deteriorated in the trawl or that are smaller to the commercial.



jarana
It means party, bulla, noise and revelry.  Hustle and bustle of a feast, collective demonstration of joy.  Hello, francachela,
partying, fun, rumba.  Also is often used as a synonym for lying, I tell you swindle, deception.

jaranero
It means burletero, who makes fun or mockery of others.  It can also mean mocking, prankster, liar, boisterous,
boisterous, partying. 

jararacucu
Jaracusu is pronounced by the c in Portuguese.  It is one of the common names given in Brazil to a poisonous snake of
the genus Bothrops.  Its scientific name is Bothrops jararacussu and belongs to the Viperidae family.  He receives other
names as jaracusu, jaracussu or yaracusu.

jaras
rockrose is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Jara; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Jara is a
surname of Spanish origin.  It is found in abundance in Chile and Colombia.  It is the name of several towns in Spain
and Latin America. Jara also is a herbaceous plant that has another name: Landano.

jarawi
It is a word of Quechua origin that means poet.  Sad and melancholic singing.  It is also a type of romantic, sentimental
and religious singing.  Religious, agricultural and heroic song.  It is also called harawi or jaravi.  Name of an Andean
musical group.  Another meaning can be puppy, breeding . 

jarcia
In seamanship it is the set of ropes of a boat or fishing nets.   Rope, rigging, ropes, cordage. 

jardinera
Gastronomy means mixed with vegetables.  Related to the garden, the lady who arranged gardens.  Female gardener. 
In Colombia is a kind of apron that girls students use to protect her school uniform in manual or agricultural activities.

jardunak
It is a word in Basque meaning actions, events, movements, maneuvers, executions, mobilizations.

jared
Character named in the book of Genesis in the Sacred Bible.  Name of a leader of the Israelites in time of the Tower of
Babel.  He was Malael's son and was Enoch's father.  It is said that it lived 962 years, therefore it is the second
longest-lived after Methuselah.

jarerê
In Brazil it is the name of a fishing net.  It is also the name of an oily plant.

jaretear
In Colombia it is an activity that consists of making a sewing or a special fabric with a machine, to finish off the edge of
something that can be fabric or leather.  Overhilar, finish with double seam.  The machine is called a jutter, filleting
machine or an oversizing machine .  It is practiced in the footwear industry or that of leather hats and in thick fabrics. 



jaretón
Augmentative purse.  Mean bending, hem.  Usually to facilitate inserting a rope or cord to facilitate adjusting the
garment.  You are at the ends of the sleeves or also on the skirt of a sack.

jargon
In mineralogy it is a type of yellowish zircon.  It is also a type of language, slang, slang or linguistic variety, used by a
certain group of people.  It is the specific language used by a group of people who share common characteristics by
their social category, profession, origin, or hobbies. 

jariego
In Spain it is a surname.  It means craftsman of ceramics.  It is also used as a synonym for idle, lazy.

jarifo
It means showy, eye-catching, attractive, gleaming.  Adorned, with many ornaments or accessories.

jarillas
Plural of jarilla .  is one of the common names of a South American herbaceous or bushy plant.  They are also called
governors, wamis, larreas or chuquisacas.  They belong to the family Zygophyllaceae.  It has medicinal and veterinary
uses.

jarillon
The correct term is jarillon, with tilde.  In Colombia it is a type of construction that is carried out to control, contain or
conduct the waters of a river.  Retaining wall.  Dique, spur, barrier.  In the DRAE appears farillon, with the same
meaning.

jarillones
Plural of jarillon.  Colombia is a civil work which is built a barrier of material of a river or with Earth, parallel to the shore
in order to channel the waters or protect the banks from floods.  Also called dikes.

jarillón
Engineering is a type of hydraulic works that allow the diversion of a river or that protects against avalanches or floods. 
Creston, reef.

jaro
It means that he has reddish hair.  Red-haired.  It is also a way of calling in some parts the wild boar, by the color of its
fur.  Thick patch of low forest.  Stubble. 

jarochitos
Diminutive and plural of jarocho, which is the nickname of the natives of the State of Veracruz in Mexico.  It also means
brusque, rough, rough, ordinary. 

jarocho
It is a way of calling the natives of the State of Veracruz in Mexico.  It also means brusque, rough, rough, ordinary. 



jarope
Drink, drink of bad taste, unpleasant taste or tasteless.  Preparation made of llervas, usually bitter.  Menjunce, potion . 
Concoction. 

jarraga
Name given to a Moroccan migrant, who intends to enter Spain and Europe.  crossing the Strait of Gibraltar. 

jarriezkero
It is not the Spanish language but the Basque Word.  It means putting.

jarrillo
Jarillo means small jug, glass, usually metallic housing.  Metal pot to contain liquids.  Diminutive of jug.   Jarillo ' Tin is
the name of a Spanish musical band, born in Malaga.

jarruquero
Person who has property in the field. 

jarruzal
Infertile terrain of generally reddish and stony soils.  Infertile soils with a lot of iron. 

jartar
In Colombia means drinking, drinking, libaring, getting drunk.  Drink liquor.  It also means eating hastily and without
chewing well.  Eat, swallow.  Another meaning between us is to annoy, annoy. 

jartá
It can mean poster or sign.  Phrase in Andaluz.  It can also be taken as synonymous with quantity or abundance.  In
Colombia it is jartar inflection (hartar), which means eating (especially in bad shape and in abundance).  Swallow.

jarte
In Colombia inflection of jartar, which means to eat hurriedly, to eat avidly.  It is also vulgarism for enough, which means
to tire, annoy, annoy or eat too much.  Tiredness, annoyance, annoyance, boredom. 

jartera
In Colombia it means boredom, boredom, fatigue, annoyance, disgust, empalago.  It is also synonymous with
drunkenness, intoxication.  jinchera, juma, dog, scratch.  .

jarto
In Colombia is synonymous with drunk, embrigado, pro-European, Myhotcomments.  I also ahíto, full, sated.  Inflection
of jartar, meaning drink or eat too much.

jarucha
It means hirsute or bristling hair or plumage.



jaruma
In Aymara language wants to say "agua amarga".  It is the name of a Bolivian Summit in the Potosí Department.  It has
a height of 4, 863 metres and is in the municipality of Lliçà.

jasa
It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Huelva.  It is part of the Commonwealth of the valleys.  It is a
very old asentaminento of the Valley of the river IAPSO.  Sediments that remain in the bends of the river after a flood. 
Drag material.

jasbelt
Jasbeth, Jasbelth or Yasbeth is a Hebrew origin name and can mean Discipline of the Lord, Discipline of God.  It can be
used by men and women.

jasefat
The correct term is Jehoshaphat.  It was the name of the sixth King of the House of David and room of the Kingdom of
Judah.  Son of rolling and Azubah.

jasídica
It is also valid hasidic.  It means concerning Jasadism or Hasadism, which is the name of a Judaic movement that
sought to sustain life by giving a very orthodox interpretation of Jewish law.  It prospered in the early eighteenth century
in Poland, driven by Israel ben Eliezer. 

jason
It is a male name and pronounced in English, Yeison, which is its Castilianization.  This name has Greek origin and
means healer, in which he knows or can cure ills.  A character name from Greek mythology, he was the son of Alcimede
and Aeson. 

jaspe
In Mineralogy it is a stone or mineral.  It is a rock of igneous origin. 

jaspeado
In Colombia it means that it has pints or spots.  It is dotted with small spots.  stained, painted. 

jassiel
It is a name of Hebrew origin.  It means that she is accompanied by God, who goes with God. 

jasyr
A person who was captured and enslaved by the Tatars, who usually belonged to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
and Russia, who suffered a series of invasions and plunders. 

jatniel
In the Bible, Jatniel, is the name of one of the sons of Meshelemiah, was the younger brother of Zacarias. Goalkeeper.
Levita. The meaning in Hebrew is " God gives ".



jato
It is one of the ways to call the breeding of the cow.  It is also called calf, recental, choto, calf, steer.  In some parts of
Spain, but especially in Aragon, it means costumes, full molting, dress. 

jatun
It's a word from the Quechua language.  Jatun means capital, big print.  Jatun Juchayuq, you mean criminal, delinquent. 
Just in case: Khartoum is the Capital and the name of a state in Sudan.

jatunyay
jatunyay is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Khatunyay" as meaning:<br>Jatunyay or better Khatunyay
means to enlarge, to grow.

jatunyay
jatunyay is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Khatunyay" as meaning:<br>Jatunyay or better Khatunyay
means to enlarge, to grow.

jaula
A cage is a frame with mesh that is used to keep in captivity, animals or birds.  Prison for birds.  Anjou.

jauría
Set or gang of dogs that is commanded by a kennel during the hunt.  Pack of wolves that attacks in a group. 

java
The name of an island in Indonesia (the most populous).  The name of a dance popular in France (Paris) at the
beginning of the 20th century.  Name of two locations in the United States one in the State of South Dakota and another
in the State of New York.

javaque
I think they're asking about jabeque.  If so, it is a type of old boat, three sticks and Latin sails.  It could also be sailed with
oars.

javiera
It is the feminine of Javier or Xavier.  It is a name of Basque origin and means living in a new House.  Javiera, Xaviera is
woman's name.

jay
In Colombia it is a surname Sanandresano .  Last name of Colombian journalist from San Andrés Islas and who is called
Vilma Jay .  The name Jay is used by both males and females.  It means Protected by God.  It is of Biblical origin. 

jayali
jayali is incorrectly written and should be written as "Jayali or Jallali." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Jayali or
Jallali.  It is the way how they are called in Spanish the inhabitants, resident or native of the city of Hialeah in
Miami-Dade County.  Jay Ali is the name of an actor.



jayan
Young man and high.  Tall and strong man.  Jayanazo.  It is a gallicism, comes from the word Géant (giant).

jazba
It is a name of woman Urdu (Pakistani).  It means revenge.  It is also the name of a newspaper and a news program in
Pakistan.  Jazbaa, is the name of a hindu film, starring Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and Irrfan Khan.

jazmin chebar
Jasmine kebar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jasmine Kebar" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of
an Argentinian designer who has brand for their products and stores ( ) registered trademark. It manufactures clothing
and fashion accessories for Lady.

jazminear
Make arrangements to Jasmine plants: pruning, make thinning, pay. In Argentina, and especially in Buenos Aires the
ladies say when they want to go from " 34 shopping;  ( 41 shopping; Jasmine Kebar stores.

jazz
It is the name of a musical rhythm born in United States and very typical of the black communities.  Girls game which
uses tabs and a pelotica.

jazzy
It is a word of the English language which means showy, flamboyant, exaggerated, garish colors.  .

jazzy
It is an attractive, suggestive, notorious English word. which means showy, flashy, garish.  Synonymous with striking.

jántico
It is the first month of the calendar Macedonian, which is equivalent to the Nissan in the Jewish calendar.  It also means
yellow, beige (Xanthic).  In chemistry, is the name of an acid, which is used as a reagent to detect opium or laudanum. 
It is also called ethyl-disulfo-carbonic acid or acid sulfo-carbovinico.

jáquima
In Colombia and especially the coffee it is a word used by the carriers.  It means brake, head, free rein for the beasts.

jázaro
Name of a Turkic people who came from Central Asia.  The word as such means wandering.  Over time they became
Jews and were very important allies of the Eastern Roman Empire.  They are found rooted and scattered in the
Caucasus Mountains and the Urals. 

jeada
It is the habit of some people in Spanish, to pronounce the g as a j.  Most of all by the Galicians.  Default gallego to
pronounce the g.

jean



It is also valid yin .  It is a type of thick and resistant fabric.  It can also be called denim.  Type of trousers, thick fabric,
also called cowboy.  Jean is also a male name in French, which translates John. 

jean paul
It is a name of French origin (pronounced Yan Pol), very common.  As is is even used in Spanish.  It equals the
composite name Juan Pablo in Spanish.  Some of the famous people with this name are Jean Paul Sartre (writer and
philosopher), Jean Paul Belmondo (Actor) and Jean Paul Gaultier (Couturier and Designer).

jebato
It is one of the names given to a food product, obrenid from the buds of palm trees.  It is also often referred to as palm or
chonta.

jebi
Name of a supertyphoon that struck Taiwan, the Philippines and Japan this year 2018.  Jebi in Philippines Typhoon was
also known as Typhoon Maymay.

jecciones
It is the plural of jeccion.  It is the action or effect of pull, throw, eject, lift, lift.  Ejection.  It can also be used to indicate
speak out, yelling.

jecho
In Colombia it means ripe, ready for harvesting or consume.  It is also synonymous with old, adult, mature, developed. 
Its antonym is green, green.

jeco
Kind of very common lizard.

jediondo
It is a colloquial way of calling in Colombia a person who is intense, tired and scrubbed (fucked).  Person to be treated
with care.  The word derives from stinking, which means it smells ugly, that it expels bad smell.  Nickname of a
Colombian comedian (Don Jediondo), called Pedro González.  It has a chain of typical food restaurants, called "Don
Jediondo".

jedondio
It is one of the common names of a poisonous plant.  It is also known as chestnut, sheep, mocker, shaman, mad fig
tree, estramony, christening robe, among others.  Its scientific name is Datura stramonium and belongs to the family
Solanaceae.  In Botany the terms Datura and Jedondio are synonymous and correspond to a genus of plants in the
family Solanaceae.  

jeep
It is the name of a United States car brand.  It has been owned by American Motors, Crysler and currently Stellantis.  It
is headquartered in Toledo, Ohio, in the United States.  In Colombia it is synonymous with campero.  Yip. 

jefa
Female boss .  Woman with a lot of authority.  Superior, mother superior of a convent. 



jefferson
In Colombia Jefferson is a male name.  It is a historic and very important surname in the history of the United States. 
Thomas Jefferson was the third President of the United States.  Member of the trio considered fathers of the nation in
United States.

jeffersoniana
You mean relative to Jefferson.  Dedicated to Jefferson.   In this case it refers to President Thomas Jefferson of the
United States (The Third in Order). 

jegania
The name of one of the Vestal priestesses in ancient Rome.

jego
It is the name of a town in the County of Kuale, in Kenya.

jehová
It is one of the millenary ways of calling God. 

jeimi
It is a female variant of Jaime - James ( in English is pronounced yeimi or yeims ). The meaning is " Which replaces " "
Which replaces ".

jejenes
In Colombia are tiny insects that bite very hard especially in the evening.  They are tiny and hematophagous flies, can
transmit leishmaniasis.  Its scientific name is Phlebotomus papatasi and the family Psychodidae.

jején
In Colombia it is the same as zumbambico or jmismis, which is a very small and very annoying mosquito that bites very
hard.  By extension very foolish child, very tired, crybaby.  It is used in central Colombia. 

jelon
jelon is incorrectly written and it should be written as Jelon ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Jelon ( it is proper name ) and better still, Jelon Vieira.  It is the name of a Brazilian Grand Master of Capoeira who has
more than 30 years promoting the Afro-Brazilian dance in the United States.  It is Bay.

jeltzale
It is a word of Basque origin.  It is the way of calling a member of the Jel that is, of the Basque Nationalist Party. 
Supporter of the Jel (Jaun-Goikua Eta Lagi-za?a , meaning God and old laws). 

jely
Jely or Jelly is a woman's name used in the United States, Mexico and Peru.  Jely Reateguí is the name of a film
actress.  Peruvian television and theatre.

jely



Jely or Jelly is a woman's name used in the United States, Mexico and Peru.  Jely Reateguí is the name of a film
actress.  Peruvian television and theatre.

jeme
Measurement taken using hands, resulting from stretching the thumb and index finger, is equivalent to about 20
centimeters and is slightly less than the fourth (25 cm).  natural measure used by mankind since ancient times.  Heart of
Palm.  Face beautiful or graceful.  To the Chief also is told hearts of Palm and the fourth Palm or span.

jena
The correct term is Jena.  It is the name of a German university city and the second largest city in Thuringia.

jenaro
Jenaro or Genaro is a name of Latin or Roman origin male.  It means dedicated to Janus, God of peace.  Man of peace.

jenden
Jenden is a British surname. Nathan Jenden is a designer and fashion designer, born in London but raised in Paris. He
was a pupil of John Galliano. He then settled in New York.

jendrix
It is a brand of electric guitars.  He is the Castilianization of the American surname Hendrix (Jimi Hendrix or James
Marshall "Jimi" Hendrix, was one of the best guitarists in rock).

jenga
It is a board game with wooden blocks.  It requires lots of skill, concentration and pulse.  A tower is formed with the block
and is going by removing one avoiding collapse of the tower.  Several players can participate.  The loser is the player
that tear down the tower.  Tower.

jennita
Diminutive of Jenni or Jenny.  It is a name of Celtic woman.  Mean spirited woman.  Variants: Jennifer, Yenifer, Yeny,
Yenny, Jeny.

jenny
Jenny is a name of woman of Celtic origin and means woman of great spirit.  It has many variants: Jenni, Jeni, Jennifer,
Yenifer, Yeny, Yenny, Jeny.

jephtha
Even Jephthah is more indicated.  It is a name in Habreo, of a Biblical character that appears in the Holy Bible in the
Book of Judges.  According to this version he was a Judge who presided over Israel for 6 years.  In some texts it
appears as Yephthah.  He defeated the Ammonites in battle.  He was a member of the tribe of Gad. 

jerbo
The correct term is gerbo, with g .  It is also called gerbillo, merion or gerbil.  It is the common name of a small rodent,
whose scientific name is Merions unguiculatus.  It belongs to the Muridae family.



jerga
It is a type of language used by very specific populations.  It appears to be a language encoded or encrypted.  Slang,
dialect, gobbledygook, gibberish, germania, babel.

jergon
The correct term is jargon, with tilde.  In Colombia it is a way of calling a very venomous snake.  It is also known as In
Colombia is a way to call a very venomous snake.  It is also known as velvet, four-headed, mapaná, equis, rot, naucaya,
padlock head, mapanare or size X.  Its scientific name is Bothrops asper and belongs to the family Viperidae.

jergón
In Colombia it is a way of calling a very venomous snake.  It is also known as velvet, four-headed, mapaná, equis, rot,
naucaya, padlock head, mapanare or size X.  Its scientific name is Bothrops asper and belongs to the family Viperidae.

jericó
Name of an ancient city currently in the territory of Jordan.  Name of two Colombian municipalities, one in the
Department of Antioquia and the other in the Department of Boyacá. 

jeringo
It is another name given to a Maghrebi crepe.  It is also called Beghrir.  It looks like the sweet omelette or pancake.  It is
usually consumed with honey. 

jerizonga
jerizonga is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gibberish" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is gibberish.
Mean tangled language, tongue twisters.

jermu
In slang or street language it means woman.

jerosolimitano
It means that he is born in Jerusalem, who resides in Jerusalem or related to Jerusalem. 

jerosolimitanos
It is the adjective for Jerusalem.  It means born, resident or related to Jerusalem.

jerrejerre
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast is one of the ways to call an armadillo, gurre or cachicamo.  Jerre jerre is also used.

jerrejerres
Plural of jerrejerre.  It is the form in the Colombian Atlantic Coast call the gurres, cachicamos, armadillos or armadillos

jerró
Wrong to say way erred, was wrong, failed, missed, was not correct, not managed. The word appears in the work Pedro
Páramo. Jerrar is a vulgarismo from Err.



jersey
It may refer to a soft fabric made of knitted fabrics.  It is also a way to call a closed garment to cover the trunk and it
lacks buttons.  It is also the name of a city of England and an island in the English Channel.  Name of cities in the United
States that belong to the States of New Jersey and Georgia.  Name of a County of the State of Illinois.  Name given to a
cyclist's locker room.    . 

jerusalén
Name of the Capital of Israel.  It means City of Peace.  The Palestinians claim the eastern part of Jerusalem as the
capital of the Palestinian state. 

jeruva
It is one of the common names of a typical bird of the Southern Cone of South America.  Its scientific name is
Baryphthengus-capped and belongs to the Motmot family.  Other common names such as: Momoto, yeruva, juruva,
yuruva, burgo, taragon.  It has a predominantly green and live almost always solitary.

jesan
Jesan is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Jesan; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of
a company of consultants and legal consultancies in Madrid ( 41 Spain;.

jesavel
It is a woman's name of Phoenician origin means not weighted or not exalted.  Jezebel is also used.  It was the name of
a queen of the Phoenicians.  She was the wife of Ahab.  His name appears in the Book of Kings.  Her devotion to idols
and sex arts condemned her. 

jese
It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  King of Judah, son of Obed.  It was the name of King David's father.  It means
God's Gift.

jesé
King of Judah, son of Obed.  It was the name of the father of King David.

jessica
It's a woman's name of Slavic origin.  It means Daughter of Jessa (God of Slavs).  The illuminated one.  Some authors
give it a Hebrew origin, derived from Yiskah, the name of a niece of Abraham and which means the one who sees the
future (biblical origin).

jessonda
It is the name of a grand opera in German by Louis Spohr, written in 1822.

jestapo
The correct term is Gestapo, with G.  It was the name of the secret police of the Nazi state.  It is the contraction of
Geheime German Staatspolizeien (Secret State Police).

jesucristo
Son of God made man.  Basis of our Christian faith.  Jesus of Nazareth.  Redeemer of the World.  Jesus the Messiah,



the Anointed One, Son of God. 

jesuitino
It means relative or belonging to the Catholic religious congregation of the Daughters of Jesus.  which was founded in
Spain in 1871.  Concerning the Jesuitines and their members.  Name of the college where these nuns are formed.   . 

jesús maría y josé
Names of the members of The Sacred Family.  Expression of much surprise.  Name of two men (Jesus Mary and
Joseph). 

jet
It is pronounced yet .  It means jet aircraft.  Type of jet engine.  Name given to class of wealthy and ostentatious people. 
In Colombia a class of chocolate bars. 

jet
It is a word from the English language that means squirt.  It can also mean reaction, jet, or squirt.  It is an accepted word
as it is in Spanish (anglicism).  Jet Engine Airplane. 

jeta
In Colombia is synonymous with trunk, mouth, snout, nose, bemba, lips, lips.  Also face, face, face and feather, key, tap,
tap.   Argentina also is cheeky, brash, daring, nerve.

jeton
Jeton is incorrectly written and should be written as Jeton (with accent).  being its meaning: the correct term is jetón
(tilde).  In Colombia means big mouth, goosefish, hocicon, etc, trompon.  He also tells of vulgar, jetón way someone
talkative, gossipy, lenguilarga.

jetón
It means having the Horn or the large mug.  Vulgarismo of talkative, talkative, loquacious, talkative, conversationalist,
largemouth, indiscreet, gossipmonger, lenguilargo.

jetro
The correct term is Jetro ( 41 own name;.  It is also known as Yitro, Reuel, Hobab or Shoaib.  He was priest of Midian,
Zipporah's father, thus father-in-law of Moses.

jetró
It is a word of Hebrew origin and means "your Excellency".  It is also taken as a synonym for priest.  Character of the Old
Testament.  According to the sacred Bible he was the father of Sephora, therefore the father-in-law of Moses.  He was a
priest in Median, who today makes Saudi Arabian territory.  He was also known as Reuel.

jetzale
The correct term is Jeltzale.  Name given to a militant of the Basque Nationalist Party.  JEL supporter. 

jeva



In Colombia and in street language means woman, old, old woman.

jeva o jeba
In Colombia it means woman, old, in the slang of uneducated people or the street.

jevo
It means mature, old man in Colombia.

jeweiligen
It is a word in German that means respective, appropriate.

jeweiligen
It is a word in German that means respective, appropriate.

jeweiligen
It is a word in German that means respective, appropriate.

jeymy
Jeymy or Jeymi.  is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It has other variants like Yeimi and Jamie.  It means "The one
that replaces or replaces".  Another version considers it to mean "The most beautiful in the world".   In the Caribbean
language, it means goddess, deity.

jhicsell
jhicsell is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chisel" being its meaning:<br>I think the question is by chisel. It
is a Word from the English meaning chisel, chisel.

jhoana
It is a name of German women.  It is one of the many variants of Juana which means "Full of grace", Juana is of biblical
origin origin.  Other variants are Joan, Johanna, Joana, Jovanna, Giovanna, Yohanna or Yovanna.

jhocabeht
jhocabeht is incorrectly written and should be written as "Jhocabeth, Josabeth or Jozabeth." being its
meaning:<br>Jhocabeth, Josabeth or Jozabeth is a male name. Is of Hebrew origin and means the oath of Dios (
Yahweh or Yahweh ). You have female varinate Jozaba or Jozaba: daughter of King Jehoram of Judah.

jhoi khoi
It is one of the names given to a nomadic people from Southern Africa.  They are most commonly known as, but they
are also called Khoi, Khoikhoi, Namacuas, Khoekhoen and Kwena.  Most of all they are based in Botswana and
Namibia.  The term in their own language translates men who have pets or simply men of men.  

jhon david
It is the English version of the male name John David.



jibaro
The correct term is jíbaro, with tilde.  It is a kind of Amazonian Indian known as the reducers of heads.  They are pretty
fierce and savage Indians.  In Colombia says jíbaro to a drug dealer.

jicara
The correct term is jícara or jíquera, with tilde always (it is word scrurujula ).  In Colombia it is a woven bag in which it is
customary to pack fruits.  Backpack is also said to backpack the backpack of the backpacker, backpack.  It's a word of
Caribbean origin.  By extension and plural, vulgar way of referring to the testicles.

jicarilla
Diminutive of gourd, meaning vessel.  Small pot (especially clay pot).  Named after an Apache Indian Reservation, in
New Mexico, United States, and speaking a southern Athabascan language.  Name given to an Apache tribe of New
Mexico. 

jicopo
It is a soft drink similar to oats or rice masato.  They prepare it in the State of Sonora (Mexico).  They are also called
bajicopo.

jiennense
It means that it is from Jaén, in Spain (both the city and the province).  Jaenes.  Other Gentiles such as jaenero,
aurgitano or giennense may also be used.  It can also be used with a single n (jienense). 

jifa
That's the name given to the meat residue.  Waste from an abattoir.  Waste left when sacrificing animals.  Carrion. 

jiferia
It's the name that gets the trade of a matarife.  Sacrifice of animals.  Craft or art of skinning animals.  It can also be
called that, the set of waste that remains after the slaughter of animals. 

jig
It is an English language word meaning template, It is also a way to call a lure or type of bait for fishing.  In Colombia
there is also the word Jiw, which is an ecnia of the Amazon.  They are also called Jiví or Piapocos. 

jigante
The correct term is giant with g.  Means big, colossal, majestic, titan, colossus.  In Colombia giant, is the name of a
municipality in the Department of Huila.

jigua
jigua is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jigua" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Jigua. In Colombia
we use this word to determine two very different things. Jigua is a worm that affects potato crops. This pest is also called
chiza or grubs. Jigua, is one of the names that referred to a leafy tree of the Fabaceae family, he also told Iqua, Nauno
or Tabaca.

jiguilote
It is one of the names of a timber tree in Central America (especially in Costa Rica).  It is also called tihuilote, tig-ilote,



upay, chachalaco, uvita, caujaro, steje, cajuaro.  Its scientific name is Cordia alba and belongs to the family
Bignoniaceae.  In some parts it's called mistlede.  It has medicinal uses, especially as a diuretic.  

jija
Jija is the name of a typical traditional dance in the province of Jajua and the Valley of Yacamarca in Bolivia. In essence
it is the representation of the mowing of wheat or barley, typical products of the Andean area.

jijas
Jijas, it is the same as berijas, balls, eggs, berraquero, berriondera, pujanza, strength, ardentia, brio, value.

jila
It is the English acronym corresponding to a Research Institute of physical sciences in the United States (Joint Institute
for Laboratory Astrophysics).  It was previously called joint Institute of Laboratory astrophysics.  It is located at the
University of Boulder in Colorado.

jilear
In Mexico and Colombia it is the name given to the clean ones that are carried out in the crops planted by rows or rows. 
It is vulgarism for filing or cleaning in rows (corn, frijo, habichuela). 

jilgero
It is a Songbird belonging to order of the passerines ( 41 birds; It exists in almost all the world, there are many varieties
and they have different colors, there are currently more than 5700 species. His singing is very melodious. Nickname that
placed some singers of renown.

jilván
In the Dominican is a whacked.  Beat given with a machete, but from the side, not by the edge.

jime
It is a way to apocopada and family call Jimena or Ximena.  Name of woman of Hebrew origin and means the woman
who listens.  Jimeno is the male variant of Jimena and the patronymic surname is Jiménez.

jimena
It is a name of woman of Hebrew origin, it means the one who listens, the one who knows how to listen.   Ximena variant
. 

jimequear
It means moan.  sobbing, lament, complain, whine.  cry, complain, sigh.

jimia
It means monkey, monkey, APE, primate.

jincha
It means drunk, intoxicated, taken in Colombia.  But it also means wealthy, rich, owning much wealth.  It is a term of
colloquial usage on the coast and in Bogota.



jincharse
In Colombia it means getting drunk, getting drunk, drinking liquor. 

jinchera
In Colombia it means drunkenness, pea, juma, drunkenness.  It is the product of consuming enough alcohol or liquor.

jincho
In Colombia it means last person drinks, person who has drunk much.   Liquorish, dipsomaniac, drunk, drunk, drunk,
pulled, drunk, drunk, tired, Iris.

jinebro
It is one of the common names of a variety or species of pine, a coniferous tree.  Its scientific name is Juniperus
communis.  It belongs to the Crupresaceae family.  It also receives other common names, among which are: gorbicio,
ginebro, jabino, juniper, sabino, cypress, pine, cimbro. 

jineta
In military jargon, they are the insignis that reflect the rank held by each soldier.  Epaulette, chevron, badge.  A type of
Nasrid double-edged sword, introduced by the Zenatas.  It is one of the common names for a carnivorous mammalian
animal with arboreal habits.  It is also known as genet, genet, or musk cat.  Its scientific name is Genetta genetta and it
belongs to the family Viverridae.  Type of mount used for horseback riding. 

jinetas
They are logos or gallons carrying soldiers on their epaulettes, portapresillas, shoulder pads or sleeves of uniforms. 
They serve to differentiate the degrees in the militia.  The Genet, Genet or musk cat is a carnivore of the family
Viverridae, its scientific name is Genetta genetta.

jinete
Person riding a horse.  Expert in equine riding.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

jiníguaro
In Mexico, it is the name of a town in the municipality of Gémes, in the State of Tamaulipas.  It is also one of the
common names given in Mexico to a class of fish, similar to the mojarra.

jinja
The Jinja is a land or nature reserve declared sacred and is dedicated to reflection and purification in Shinto.  Sacred
Japanese space.

jinjolero
Tree of the jinjol or jujube.  It is a type of exotic tree and fruit that is also known as red date or jujuba.  Other ways to call
it is jujube or jínjol, zaozí, Chinese date or chichourle.  It is a medium and thorny tree.  Its scientific name is Zizyphus
jujuba and it belongs to the Rhamnaceae family.  The fruit is sweet and with it jams are prepared. 

jino
It is the name of an ethnic group living in Tibet and Burma. It is recognized as a minority ethnic group of China.



jinquetazo
It can mean punch, punch.  Hit given with the jinquete (fist).  Trumpeted.  It is a term of use puerto rican. 

jinx
It's an English word that means bad luck, bad luck.  Hex.  It can also mean pixie. 

jiñar
Beautiful word from our beautiful Spanish language, which means to evacuate the belly, defecate or shit.  Poown . 

jiñocuabo
It is one of the common names of a tree, in Central America (especially in Honduras).  In Colombia we know it as carate,
mulatto, indian naked, almácigo.  Its scientific name is Bursera simabuba and belongs to the family Burseraceae.  Other
common names are: chaká , encuero , jiote , jiñocuajo .

jiote
It is one of the common names of a tree.  Its scientific name is Bursera simaruba, of the family Burseraceae.  In
Colombia it is known as naked Indian or carate.  It also receives the names mulato, jiote, jiñocuabo, chaká, encuero or
musk.  It has medicinal uses.

jipa
In Colombia is a type of confection craft, usually made of straw and wide-brimmed hat.  Jipijapa.


